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Abstract. Uniform spaces of countable type are uniform spaces

having a basis of countable uniform coverings. The present note

investigates some of their properties. It is proved the existence of

uniformly locally finite uniform refinements, the separability of

some of their function spaces and that an injective space of count-

able type whose points are intersections of at most 2^° open sets

must be separable.

A uniform space is said to be of countable type when it has a basis

of countable uniform coverings. These spaces may be viewed among

the simplest uniform spaces. Their properties find applications be-

yond Topology, as in [4] where they are used to prove the separabil-

ity of suitable LF-spaces. Moreover, to each uniform space there is

associated in a natural way a uniformity of countable type, which

turns out to be compatible with the topology of the space.

The aim of this note is to investigate some of the properties of

these spaces. We solve positively for them Isbell's problem B3, we

estimate the density character of some of their function spaces and

we prove that an injective space of countable type, whose points are

intersections of at most 2^° open sets (for examples, the points may

be Ga-sets), must be separable. This implies that a sum of injective

space needs not be injective.

Terminology. We base our terminology on [2], so that our uni-

form spaces are all assumed to be Hausdorff.

We begin by recalling some well-known facts. In separable topologi-

cal spaces as well as in Lindelof spaces every compatible uniformity

is of countable type by [2, ii.33]. Every product of spaces of countable

type is of countable type by [2, Chapter ii, Exercise 2]. By [2,

Chapter iii, Exercise 2], the countable uniform coverings of any uni-

form space pX form a basis for a uniformity foul called the Ni-

reflection of pX; v is compatible with the topology of X since v is

less fine than p and finer than the precompact reflection of p.

The following theorem asserts that Isbell's problem B3 [2, p. 144]

has a positive solution for spaces of countable type.
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Theorem 1. A uniform space of countable type has a basis of (count-

able) uniformly locally finite uniform coverings.

Proof. Let X be a uniform space of countable type, 11= { Un\nEN}

a countable uniform cover of X, and V = { Vn\nEN} a countable

uniform star-star-refinement of u.( = <0** refines It). Put

n-l

Wn = St(7„, *0) C\ fi (ASt(F,-, \)))        (n E N).
i=0

Choose nEN. If i>n, then WiQX\St(V„, V), and hence W{C\

St(7„, V) = 0. Therefore

(*) {i G N\ WiD St(F„, V) ^ 0} C {0, • • • , »}.

For any xG^", the set {nEN\ xESt(V„, V)} has a smallest element

»», so that xEWnx- This shows that { Wn\ nEN} is a covering of X.

Therefore V refines W = {St(F/„, hJ)| nEN}, so that W is a uniform

cover of X. Since St(Wn, cU)CSt(St(F„, 0)), V) and 1) is a star-star-

refinement of 11, W refines 11. Thus we have only to prove that *W is

uniformly locally finite. For, choose VnEV. If Vnr\St(Wit V)y±0,

then St(F„, V)r\Wi^0. From (*) it follows i^n, so that Vn can

meet only a finite number of elements of W.    Q.E.D.

Lemma. Let (Xa)aeA be a family of separable topological spaces and

Y a Hausdorff topological space in which every point is the intersection

of at most 2^° open sets. Then for every continuous mapf: J^bga Xa—> Y

there is B^A such that Card (B) ^2**° and f = goiTB, where ttb'

IIoga Xa—»IJaeB Xa is the canonical projection and g: H^es Xa—>F

is continuous.

Proof. For each xGlTae^ Xa,f(x) is the intersection of at most

2^° open sets. Therefore/_1(/(x)) has the same property, so that it

contains an intersection of at most 2^° basic open sets of the product

containing x. Then there is BXQA such that Card(752;) S 2^° and each

point having the same coordinates in Bx as x has the same image

under/. Moreover, IJaeB, Xa is separable by [l, viii. 7.2. (3)]. Thus

we may repeat exactly the proof of Gleason theorem [2, vii.19] to

obtain our goal.    Q.E.D.

The hypotheses of the following theorem are satisfied for com-

pact injective spaces Y with weight :S2^° (hence for a product of

at most 2^° copies of [0, l]).

Theorem 2. Let X be a compact metric space and Y an injective space

of countable type whose points are intersections of at most 2^° open sets.

Then U(X, Y) is separable, hence of countable type.
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Proof. By [2, Chapter iii, Exercise 2], each countable uniform

covering of Y is uniform in a uniformly continuous pseudometric on

Y whose topology is separable. Therefore Y is embeddable into a

product HaEA Y« °f separable metric spaces. Then U{X, Y) is iso-

morphic to a subspace Z of Ii<*eA U{X, Ya). By [2, iii.25], UiX, Y)

is injective, so that there is a uniform retraction r: IJ„£/(X, Ya)—*Z.

Since X is compact with a countable base, UiX, Ya) = CdX, Ya) is

separable by [3]. Then the above lemma implies the existence of

BQA such that Card(J3)^2^° and r = g oirB with ttb the canonical

projection ~[[aeA UiX, Ya)->J\a&B UiX, Ya) andg: ILes U(X, Ya)

—>Zcontinuous. Since Il^es UiX, Ya) is separable by [l, viii.7.2.(3)]

and since g is onto, Z—hence UiX, Y)—must be separable.    Q.E.D.

Corollary. An injective space Y of countable type whose points are

intersections of at most 2^° open sets must be separable. In particular, a

compact injective space of weight ^ 2^° must be separable.

Proof. The statement follows from Theorem 2 by taking X re-

duced to a point. Q.E.D.
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